
Although Mars in your sector of relating can increase the pace of key interactions 
and enhance your social life, your focus may be on more pressing issues. With a 

lunar eclipse across your financial axis, and an intense Saturn-Pluto connection linking with other 
key planets, money matters could be very much to the fore. You may be questioning your self-worth, 
as well as the value you give to the things and people in your life, including money. This dynamic 
focus can bring you face-to-face with your defense mechanisms. If you’ve resisted getting to the 
core of any money issues, it’s time to dive in and find out more. You might also find that the real 
reason has nothing to do with money and everything to do with blocked emotions. I f you can gently 
process through this, greater abundance may be yours.

Relationships are very much to the fore this week and for some time to come. But 
this week is particularly special in that it sees a rare connection between prudent Saturn and volcanic 
Pluto in your relationship zone.What does this mean for you? It suggests that a key bond could come 
to a natural end, and that it might be time to turn over a new leaf. It’s also possible that a relationship 
could move to a new level of trust after a period of reflection, and that what follows may be on a far 
deeper level than ever. With a lunar eclipse in your sign on Friday followed by a powerful Saturn-Pluto 
conjunction over the weekend, this can be an intense few days. Emotions may reach a peak, so it’s 
probably wise to leave any key decisions until the following week when things are more settled.
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While fiery Mars continues its journey through your travel zone, a desire to get 

away from it all could increase. Still, this week may bring other concerns into the mix as a potent 
lineup of planets in your sector of goals and ambitions is very much to the fore. With a lunar eclipse 
in Cancer on Friday acting as a catalyst, the coming days could bring a key issue to a head. And 
the outcome can vary depending on how you’ve handled your responsibilities and whether you’re 
doing what you want to do. If you’re happy with your current path, you may get a promotion or 
find your image or reputation enhanced. Or, if you’ve ignored feelings of discontent and stuck to 
the tried and trusted, you could be facing a reality check. The cosmos could encourage an ending 
so that you can get involved in whatever is your passion.

Aries (March 21-April 19)

 
As the first week of 2020 gets underway, it comes with a powerful gift from the 

cosmos. There’s a major focus on your sector of growth and travel, so you might have to let go of 
the old to embrace the new. Are you eager to explore new opportunities? You might need to expand 
your beliefs in order to leave your comfort zone. This is a time when you may become aware of old 
patterns and ways of thinking that have discouraged you from exploring your true potential. 
 This week’s powerful lunar eclipse in your communication zone encourages you to take the ini-
tiative and connect with a life coach or teacher who can help you move beyond your limits. With 
cautious Saturn linking to powerful Pluto, this can be a time of stripping back whatever no longer 
serves you, including outdated thinking. What follows could be the start of a whole new and very 
exciting phase.

Taurus (April 20-May 20)

Gemini (May 21-June 20)  

Cancer (June 21-July 22)

 
Your relationship to your work and health could be held up to the light this week, 

with key influences encouraging a process of change. If you’ve felt suffocated by your job, this 
could be a time when you feel ready to try something new. It’s also possible that a job could come 
to an end, and this might inspire you to look for something that engages more of your natural 
skills and abilities. Friday’s lunar eclipse can highlight areas that are causing you stress, and it is 
these that you’ll want to look at. As taskmaster Saturn aligns with power-broker Pluto over the 
weekend, it’s an opportunity to cut out any deadwood from your life so that new shoots can begin 
to develop.

Leo (July 23-August 22) 

 
Your domestic zone takes center stage this week with a powerful lineup here. It 

can mean that an issue that has been ongoing comes to a head, yet this is likely no surprise. And 
with sobering Saturn linking to powerful Pluto, this may be a time of discovery that enables you 
to understand something about your history or heritage that proves empowering. With a lunar 
eclipse in your sector of career on Friday, feelings about your work/life balance could also be par-
ticularly strong. You might be ready for a change, but it would be unwise to make any snap deci-
sions. If, however, one job comes to an end, something much better and more suited to you could 
take its place. As this is likely to be a very emotionally intense week, be sure to look after yourself 
and get the necessary nurturing and self-care. Don’t push yourself. If you feel like you need a break, 
take one.

Virgo (August 23-September 22) 

 
Your domestic zone takes center stage this week with a powerful lineup here. It 

can mean that an issue that has been ongoing comes to a head, yet this is likely no surprise. And 
with sobering Saturn linking to powerful Pluto, this may be a time of discovery that enables you 
to understand something about your history or heritage that proves empowering.With a lunar 
eclipse in your sector of career on Friday, feelings about your work/life balance could also be par-
ticularly strong. You might be ready for a change, but it would be unwise to make any snap deci-
sions. If, however, one job comes to an end, something much better and more suited to you could 
take its place. As this is likely to be a very emotionally intense week, be sure to look after yourself 
and get the necessary nurturing and self-care. Don’t push yourself. If you feel like you need a break, 
take one.

Libra (September 23-October 22) 

 
Your words might have more power than usual, so it would be wise to be careful 

about what you say. The intense focus on your sector of communication can be a call to change 
your mindset, particularly if negative thinking has held you back. With a potent lunar eclipse 
across your communication access and a transformative Saturn-Pluto merger, it would be unwise 
to make promises that you can’t keep. It’s also a good idea to be very careful when it comes to 
signing important documents or committing to anything major. Make sure that you aren’t tied 
to something that doesn’t work in your best interests. At the same time, the presence of dynamic 
Mars in your money zone could inspire you to sort out any lingering financial issues. And with 
electric Uranus turning direct in your home zone, you can now take concrete steps to make the 
changes you have envisioned.

Scorpio (October 23-November 21) 

 
Finances could keep you on your toes over this week because the focus is very 

much on this sector. Issues of self-worth may come to the surface, and if so, this can give you much 
food for thought. If you’ve had difficulties with money matters, it could be that deep down you 
don’t value yourself enough. This week, a powerful Saturn-Pluto merger in this zone could inspire 
you to do something about this. Working with a life coach or perhaps trying energy healing or EFT 
tapping can help shift those blocks and get you on the road to success. Having feisty Mars in your 
sign can help, too, because it can give you the confidence and courage to make a bold move. If 
you’ve doubted yourself, then the presence of the red planet can fill you with determination and 
an ability to leave your comfort zone.

 
You may need to face certain truths this week as sobering Saturn and dynamic 

Pluto merge in your sign. This can be a time of paring back your goals and ambitions and simplifying 
them as much as you can. If you’ve taken on too much, you might have felt the pressure for too 
long now, and events this week can push you do something about it. With dwarf planet Ceres in-
volved in the mix, finding a level of activity that inspires and nurtures you can be the key to hap-
piness. In addition, the lunar eclipse across your relationship axis could see you questioning a key 
bond. This can be an opportunity to clear the air by talking things over. Just avoid overreacting or 
doing or saying anything that you might come to regret later.

Sagittarius (November 22-December 21) 

Capricorn (December 22-January 19)

 
Get ready for a shift in your social scene, because powerful influences and aspects 

this week could change everything. You already have expansive Jupiter moving through this sector 
opening doors and bringing fresh possibilities your way. This week could see you letting go of so-
called “friends” who may not be doing you any favors. And if you’ve been involved in any toxic as-
sociations, you might be ready to jettison these as well. You may be looking for your true tribe of 
people who nurture you, support your dreams, and keep you feeling good. They are out there, and 
you may be closer to finding them than ever, if you haven’t found them already. 
 

 Pisces (February 19-March 20)

 
You may have been working on your inner game for some time now, and this 
week things reach a new and empowering stage. The potent blend of prudent 

Saturn and transformative Pluto can help you uncover your true purpose, making this a very pow-
erful time for you. To do so, you might need to find closure on issues that have kept you hobbled 
for too long. And with a lunar eclipse in the cards, as well as a potent lineup, it could be essential 
to get help. Doing it alone might not be an option. This can be deep-seated stuff, and getting pro-
fessional help could allow you to make a major shift that feels like a rebirth. Such a major change 
can have an impact on your values and self-worth in a positive way. Once you know who you are 
and what you’re capable of, nothing will be able to hold you back.

Aquarius (January 20- February 18) 
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